Proposal for
Sale of Various Machine Tools
and Purchase of Machine in Use

Machine Tools
made in Japan
Our Strength in Sales

Sales

 We offer high-precision machine tools made in Japan
 The precision of machine tools made in Japan is world class.
We have approx. 4000 items in stock and offer machines that
satisfy customer needs at prices that are one-third the price of
brand-new ones.
We have the experience of delivering machines to Japanese listed
companies.
 We offer various types of services

 We offer machines that meet customer
requirements. All machines have been checked for
operation and inspected.

 We can install machines at local factories.
Almost all machines in stock have been checked for operation
and inspected. If there are any defects, they are repaired prior to
delivery or the details of defects are notified to the customer.

Our Strength in Purchasing
Purchasing
 We enable the purchasing of items at higher prices
 Utilizing our network, we look for customers who want items
from all over the world and introduce buyers to sellers. This
enables the purchasing of items at higher prices because it
eliminates the need for maintaining on-site stocks and saves
on transportation costs. Also, it enables the immediate
purchase of items. We can purchase items in a way that
benefits sellers. We perform purchase assessments free of
charge.

 We make it possible to maximize purchase prices.
Purchase assessments are free of charge.

Benefits

 We offer rough purchase estimates within the same day if
photographs are provided.
 If a photograph of the item is sent to us via email, we will
proivde a rough purchase estimate within the same day. For
large machines and in other cases, the actual item will need
to be checked on-site at a later date. Contact us any time you
have trouble disposing of items or have lack space, etc.
Distributors

Buyers & End-Users

 By eliminating transport costs, we can offer higher purchase
prices that exceed competitor prices by up to approx. 300,000
yen.
Other purchaser
Our purchase

 All products are offered at 15% less than the sales prices of
distributors.
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We look for buyers who want the machine while the
machine remains located at the original site.
It eliminates transport costs and enables a purchase at a
higher price.
Also, machine buyers can purchase the item at a lower price.
By reducing costs, not only are transportation efforts
reduced, troubles/malfunctions due to transportation will
also be reduced.

All maintenance/service of machines is performed in
Japan.
Since machines are exported after buyers are found,
sales distributors do not have inventory risks.
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Manufacturer: YAMASAKI GIKEN, CO., LTD.
Model: YZ-8NC
Model year: 1990
FANUC Series O-M
Instruction manual included

・ Achieve high precision and high rigidity
・ NC control is made by FANUC,
therefore support is also available overseas
Robotic parts

Contact

Bearing

YumesFrontier, Inc. / Contact personnel: Yu Hayashi, E-mail:info@hyspt.net
Tel: +81-59-389-6668, +81-80-6954-3639
Address: 8160-1 Kou-Cho, Suzuka-Shi, Mie, Japan 513-0836
URL: http://kougu.hyspt.net
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